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1 - 70 Things I'm Not Allowed to do in the Akatsuki.

70 Things I am Not Allowed to do in the Akatsuki.

1) I am not allowed to dye the cloaks hot pink with bright yellow clouds.
2) I am no longer allowed to tease Hidan about his religion...no matter how stupid I think it is.
3) An open cloak and a tie is not a proper Akatsuki uniform.
4) I am not allowed to sell maps leading to the Akatsuki's secret hideouts.
5) Sasori's nose doesn't grow everytime he lies and I am not allowed to cast a jutsu that makes it grow.
6) I am no longer allowed to ask Deidara if he's a boy or a girl...no matter how badly I want to know.
7) The pokemon Ninetails is not the Nine-Tailed Fox Demon and I will stop capturing them and bringing
them back to the base.
8) I am not allowed to chase Kisame around with a knife and fork and scream, "Sushi!!"
-Nor am I allowed to squirt tartar sauce on him and try to take a bite out of him.
9) Telling Tobi that Zetsu ate Santa wasn't funny, it was just cruel.
10) I am not allowed to transform Itachi into Sasuke.
-Or any other member.
-Including myself.
11) I'm not allowed to spray Zetsu with weed killer.
12) I will stop spreading rumors that Leader sama has knocked up Konan...no matter how fat I think she
looks.
13) I will not call Konan fat.
14) I will stop singing Christmas songs outside of other member's doors.
-Especially not in June.
-I will not recruit Tobi to do it for me.
15) If the thought of a prank makes me laugh for more than 15 seconds I am to assume I am not allowed
to do it.
16) Tobi is not a fake and I will stop trying to prove otherwise.
17) I do not NEED to know if Kisame is blue ALL over and attempting to find out is frowned upon.
-This goes double for Zetsu.
18) Tobi is NOT a lollipop and I should stop licking him.
19) When someone accuses me of not wearing underwear, attempting to prove them wrong is highly
frowned upon.
-Especially if I can't.
20) For my own safety, I will NEVER EVER touch Kakuzu's money again.
21) If I even look like I'm about to sing, "I Know a Song That gets on Everybody's Nerves" I will be killed.
-That goes double for "This is the Song That Never Ends."
-I am not allowed to sing, period.
22) I am not allowed to hack Hidan into pieces...no matter how bored I am.
23) I am no longer allowed near electric shavers...no matter how funny everyone looks without hair.
24) I am never allowed near dye again.
-Or paint.
-Or the laundry.
25) I am not funny...no matter how much I make myself laugh.



26) No matter how good of an Australian accent I can do, I will not imitate Steve Irwin and follow Kisame
everywhere.
27) If a teammate falls asleep in the living room, I will not take advantage of that fact and write cuss
words all over their face.
28) I will not spray Sasori for termites...even if I consider it an act of kindness.
29) I am not allowed to dye my hair yellow, dress in orange, and shout "LONG LIVE NARUTO!" at dinner
because I think it's funny.
30) I will stop asking Itachi what the square root of -1 is.
31) Asking Tobi, "How do you keep an idiot in suspense?" and walking away is only funny the first time.
32) It is a bad idea to tell Itachi that he takes himself too seriously.
33) It is a REALLY bad idea to tell Pein that he takes himself too seriously.
34) I will not take out a life insurance policy on any member of the Akatsuki.
35) It is generally accepted that wolves and dragons cannot interbred and I should not attempt to
disprove this theory, no matter how wicked the result would be.
36) Crucifixes do not ward off Hidan, and I will stop throwing them at him.
37) Kisame does not enjoy being called, 'Snookums'.
-Nor does he respond favorably to 'Kis,' Fishy-kun', or 'Same-poo' (pronounced 'sigh-me' not same).
38) New members are not to be fed to Zetsu, no matter how much they annoy me.
39) I am not allowed to sell incriminating pictures of members to enemy villages.
-Giving said pictures out free of charge is also frowned upon.
40) Kakuzu is not Santa, he does not wish for me to sit on his knee and demand presents.
-Especially not in June.
41) I am not allowed to write the words, 'Drink Me' onto any bottle of Sasori's poisons and leave them for
Tobi to find.
42) I will not say the phrase, "Dude, get a life." to Pein.
43) I will stop asking Zetsu where the Jolly Green Giant is.
44) I will stop jumping to my feet at meetings, holding up my ring, and shouting, "One Ring to rule them
all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them."
45) I am not allowed to eat lollipops within Kisame's sight ever again.
46) I must stop refferring to members by the embarrassing nicknames they acquired when they were
children.
47) "Y'all check this-here shoot out!" is not an appropriate way to announce that I'm about to perform an
experimental jutsu.
48) While the Akatsuki's goal IS to conquer the world, it is not "To conquer the world with an army of
flying monkeys."
49) I will stop sending Deidara forged love letters that appear to be from Tobi.
50) I am not able to see the grim reaper, nor am I to claim that he is standing by Itachi, tapping his foot
and looking impatiently at him.
51) I am not allowed to hold Kisame's sword high in the air and shout, "I'VE...GOT...THE...POWER!"
52) I am not to attempt to stake Hidan.
53) The proper way to report to Pein is "You wanted to see me leader sama?" Not, "I have it on good
authority that you have no evidence."
54) I am not authorized to negotiate a peace treaty with Konoha.
55) I will not perform a jutsu's handsigns in reverse order 'to see what happens.'
56) Itachi's problem isn't that 'he needs to get laid.'
57) "OMGWTF!" is not a jutsu.
58) I am not allowed to ask Zetsu if the size of his flytrap is 'compensating for something.'



59) Just because I can 'walk' on water that doesn't mean I'm Jesus reincarnated.
60) Hidan is not a vimpire named 'Spike.'
61) We are in Japan, not America, therefore the US First Amendment of Free Speech doesn't apply to
me.
62) I cannot lock Deidara and Tobi in a room together and take bets on who comes out alive.
63) Telling Hidan what he can do with his scythe...is not advisable.
64) The Akatsuki is NOT Team Rocket and I will stop singing the Team Rocket theme song.
65) I am not allowed to spank other members...no matter how much they might enjoy it.
66) Even though Pein does give his followers rings he is NOT Captain Planet.
67) I am not allowed to superglue Deidara and Sasori's hands together.
68) When I'm around Orochimaru I am to address him as such, not 'Snake-Face, the Dark Lord Happy
Pants.'
69) Telling Pein where he can stick it is...not smart.
70) I am not allowed to ask Itachi, "If your parents got a divorce...would they still be brother and sister?"



2 - Ways to Get Yourself Killed by the Akatsuki.

Ways to Get Yourself Killed by the Akatsuki.

ITACHI:

1) Place little Sasuke faces on Itachi's cloak over the clouds.
2) Poke him for an hour.
3) Paint a clown face on him while he's asleep.
4) Sneak up on him when he'sasleep and shout, "POP GOES THE WEASEL!!" in his ear.
5) When he tries to send you to the Nightmare Realm hold up a mirror in front of your face so he sends
himself there instead.
6) Put a note on his back on a daily baises that says, "I LOVE SASUKE UCHIHA!"
7) Give him wrinkle cream when he asks why tell him that he REALLY needs it.
8) Turn off all the lights and tell him that he's finally gone blind.
9) Give him Sasuke and Orochimaru plushies as gifts.
10) Talk to him like he's a little kid and tell him he can't have any cookies until he apologizes to his little
brother.
11) Replace all his weapons with plastic ones right before a fight.
12) Glomp him while yelling, "SASUKE!" Then let go and say, "Sorry I thought you were Sasuke."
13) Scream, "Aaah! A WEASEL!" when you see him and set traps throughout the entire base.

KAKUZU:
1) When it gets really cold burn Kakuzu's money for warmth.
2) Spend all of his money on ice cream.
3) Steal all of his stuff then force him to buy it back.
4) Wait until he has counted a lot of his money then start shouting random numbers at him.
5) Sell him on e-bay and refuse to split the money with him.
6) Sing If I Only Had a Brain from the Wizard of Oz when you're around him.
7) Take his wallet and hide it in Hidan's room then tell him Hidan has it.
8) Tie him up and make him watch as you flush all his money down the toilet.
9) Convince him to rob a bank then tip off the police.
10) Tell him you'll pay him 100,000 ryo if he does the I'm a Little Teapot song and dance in front of
everyone while wearing a pink Tu-tu. After he does (and he WILL) tell him you owe him.
11) Replace all of his money with Monopoly money.
12) Stare at him...do not blink.
13) Dress up like Hidan and tell him that you've converted to Jashinism and start cussing at him...do not
stop until you lose your voice.

HIDAN:

1) Cut Hidan's arms off and feed them to Zetsu.
2) Try to covert him into Johova's Witnesses.



3) Tell him his religion is f***** up.
4) Throw garlic at him and yell, "Begone foul bloodsucker!"
5) Refer to Jashin as 'The pansy a** dude that needs mindless idiots to kill for him because he's too
weak'.
6) Speak to him in a made up language and a squeaky voice.
7) Steal his scythe and hide it in Kakuzu's room then tell him Kakuzu has it.
8) Dye his hair green and address him as Zolo.
9) After a fight get to him before Kakuzu and put him back together incorrectly using duct tape.
10) Scream "BEEP!!!" whenever he cusses.
11) Hide a walkie talkie in his room and during one of his rituals come on it and pretend to be Jashin.
See how many crazy things you can get him to do before he figures out it's really you.
12) Cut off his head and use it as a pinata.
13) Replace his scythe with a plastic one that squeaks.

KISAME:

1) Dye Kisame's skin pink.
2) Sneak into his room when he's not there, crawl under the covers and wait for him. When he gets into
bed yell, "RAPE!!! RAPE!!" at the top of your lungs and see who comes running.
3) Sing Under the Sea and insist that it's his theme song.
4) Pretend that you're shooting and animal documetary whenever you're around him with him as the
subject.
5) Bite him and see if he tastes like fish.
6) Sell him to a sushi shop.
7) Drink all of his sake then go streaking through the base singing Ray Steven's 'The Streak'.
8) Write grafti on his sword.
9) Dress him in a green tunic and silver tights and sing the Legend of Zelda theme song.
10) Leave a trail of worms through the hallway and when he reaches you beam and say, "Hey this
fishing bait really works."
11) Make him shark soup and don't tell him what it is until he has eaten all of it.
12) When he's passed out put him in the tub with a rubber duckie take pictures and pass them out to the
other members.
13) After he completes his missions pet his head and say in a tone of voice you would use for a pet,
"Good fishy. Who's a good fishy? You are! Yes you are!"

ZETSU:

1) Call the police and tell them that he's going weed in the flytrap on his head.
2) Tear up a bunch of flowers in front of him and laugh saying, "Ha ha I killed your girlfriends."
3) When he's undercover, yell, "HI ZETSU!"
4) Ask him if The Little Barbershop of Horrors is his favorite movie, everyday.
5) Lend Tobi your weed killer.
6) Lock him in a closet and insist that you're starving him to death.
7) Pour water on his head and tell him you're watering him.
8) Ask him how many dogs have peed on him mistaking him for a tree. Ask every day.
9) Curve your initials in his flytrap.



10) Stuff him in a big green pipe then paint his flytrap red with white spots.
11) Only talk to the white side of Zetsu.
12) Ask him which of his sides is the man in the relationship.
13) Superglue a sign that says, "Beware: I Bite." on his flytrap.

DEIDARA:

1) Dress up like Tobi and annoy him twice as much. Insist on calling yourself, "Mini Tobi" and scream
"Mini Tobi is a good girl/boy!"
2) Buy him a frilly pink dress for his birthday.
3) Kick him in the balls, when he yells in pain say, "Uh, so you are a guy...d*** now I owe Kakuzu 20
bucks."
4) Dress up as Itachi and tell him, "Foolish little artist. You lack...talent."
5) Teach Tobi the Goofy Goober song and convince him that it's Deidara's favorite song.
6) Superglue him to Tobi.
7) Replace his clay with Big Red chewing gum.
8) Dye his hair black and address him as Itachi.
9) Ask him what kind of villian plays with playdough.
10) Super glue pictures of Itachi with his sharingan activated all over his room.
11) State that Sasori's art is much better than his meek firecrackers.
12) Ask him in front of everyone if he gets off having men mistake him for a woman.
13) Steal all of his clay then go to Itachi and tell him that Deidara called him a gay sissy and wants a
rematch.

SASORI:

1) Dress all his puppets in pink tu-tues.
2) Release thousands of termites into his room.
3) Dye his hair pink and call him Sakura.
4) Sing "I've got no strings to hold me down, to make me frit, to make me frown. I had strings but now I'm
free, there are no strings on me."
5) Replace his puppets with Barbie dolls.
6) Rip off his arm and use it as a back scratcher.
7) Shout "I see dead people!" whenever he walks into the room.
8) Replace his poision with cranberry juice.
9) Tangle the rope in his stomach.
10) Paint around his eyes with black face paint and call him Gaara.
11) Poke him with a stick and repeatedly ask, "Is this annoying?"
12) Take his soul container thing, put it in a blow up doll, and give it to Hidan on his birthday.
13) Follow him everywhere and scream random and annoying things, when asked why you're doing this
tell them that you're trying to perform an exorcism on him.

PEIN:

1) Put a bikini in Pein's room and ask him if he's a cross dresser.



2) Tell him that without his bloodline limit he is a wimp.
3) When he has 8 of the 9 tailed beasts, release them from the statue and seal them in random things.
(Make sure you forget what they are.)
4) When he goes into one of his 'I'm the most powerful being in the universe' rants, laugh and tell him
not to tell such a funny joke without warning you first.
5) Follow him around singing, "We're following the leader, the leader, the leader, la la la la la."
6) Accuse him of being a fraud on a daily baises.
7) Replace his pierceings with heart shaped or rainbow colored ones and tell him that Konan told you
that they made him look sexy.
8) When you're in front of the entire Akatsuki ask him if he's reported to his boss lately. [Guaranteed to
get you killed!!!]
9) Fill a wine bottle with poison and give it to him. Leave a note that says it's from Sasori.
10) Throw magnets at his face and see how many actually stick.
11) When he's doing important paper work run into his office screaming and crying and jump into his
lap...when he asks what's wrong tell him you saw Konan without any makeup on.
12) When he's all shadowy and trying to be evil shine a flashlight in his eyes.
13) Make really annoying noises when he's giving a speech and when he tells you to stop it, jump to
your feet and yell, "YOU'RE NOT THE BOSS OF ME!"

TOBI:

1) Spread a rumor that Tobi steals Deidara's underwear, make sure Deidara knows about it.
2) Tell him you know what his secret is but don't tell him which one.
3) Become Tobi's personal Tobi.
4) Steal his mask, put it on, and run around screaming, "Tobi is a gay boy!"
5) Dye all his underwear pink then pull his pants down in front of everyone.
6) Tell him that you fed Santa Claus to Zetsu.
7) Tap on his mask with some drumsticks like you're playing the drums.
8) Stick black paper over his eyehole.
9) Hang onto one of his legs and refuse to let go.
10) Super glue a fluffy pink bunny to his hand.
11) Tie him up and charge people to play: Smack the Idiot.
12) Give him a "How to" book on sex in front of everyone.
13) Draw a picture of a butt on his mask when he's asleep.

KONAN:

1) Tell her that her jutsu is the most useless jutsu in the universe.
2) Sell her underwear online.
3) Ask her to make a really complicated orgami and when she's done burn it in front of her.
4) Cry really loudly and when she asks why you're cryingtell her 'Because I saw your face.'
5) Ask her why she has a giant spit wad in her hair.
6) Announce in front of everyone that she must be really good in bed and that's the only reason Pein
keeps her around.
7) Walk up to her and tell her to quit stalking you, especially if you're a girl.
8) Groan whenever she's about to talk.
9) Read her diary out loud to the other members.



10) Grab a can of tomato paste/juice and make a trail leading to her room.
11) At dinner slam your fist against the table and shout, "For the last time Konan I will NOT go out with
you!"
12) Set her room on fire leave little hints that it was Itachi.
13) Superglue her own paper all over her body.

ALL:
1) Put hidden speakers all around the base and play nursery rhymes.
2) Make them watch Teletubies.

3) Sell the location of the base to all the nations.
4) Get everyone drunk. Then the next morning when they all have hangovers take a megaphone and an
air horn. Turn the megaphone on high then use the air horn.
5) Replace all their cloaks with bright pink ones.
6) Read them Akatsuki yaoi fanfic and show them pics to go along with the stories
7) Burst into the room and yell, "Raid!" when there isn't one.
8) Make dangos and put laxatives in them then lock yourself in the only bathroom.
9) Scream, "KYUBI BRAT!" every 5 minutes for 5 hours.
10) Sing the gummy bear song constantly.
11) When on a mission loudly hum the Mission Impossible music attracting as much attention as
possible.
12) Go into the middle of the living room and stare up at the ceiling, when the others come over and look
up with you call them idiots and run away.
13) Get into a cussing contest with Hidan do not stop until either one of you loses your voice.

Well, that's all I've got for now...*Knocking at the door* Just a min...*Opens door* Kisame: "We need to
talk...." Me: "Uh...." Zetsu: "I'll just turn this off...We don't need any witnesses." Me: "Hehe...how's it
going guys? You all look kinda ticked." Tobi: "Yes, I guess we are. Zetsu, turn the computer off." O_O



3 - Fascinating Facts About Itachi Uchiha.

Fascinating Facts About Itachi Uchiha.

1) Itachi's tears can cure cancer....Too bad he has never cried.
2) Itachi does not sleep. He waits.
3) Itachi counted to infinity--twice.
4) Itachi sold his soul to the devil for his rugged good looks and amazing Sharingan ability. Shortly after
the transition was finalized, Itachi kicked the devil in the face and took back his soul. The devil, who
appreciates irony, couldn't stay mad and admitted he should have seen it coming. They now play poker
every second Wednesday of every month.
5) If you can see Itachi, he can see you. If you can't see Itachi, you may be only seconds away from
death.
6) When the Boogeyman goes to sleep every day he checks his closet for Itachi.
7) When Itachi sends in his taxes, he sends in blank forms and includes only a pic of himself crouched
and ready to attack. Itachi has never had to pay taxes ever.
8) Itachi has already been to Mars; thats why there's no signs of life.
9) Itachi can touch MC Hammer.
10) Itachi sleeps with a night light. Not because he's afraid of the dark, but the dark is afraid of Itachi.
11) A blind man once stepped on Itachi's shoe. Itachi replied, "You who havenever measured your own
capablities; have no idea of Itachi's." The mere mention of his name cured this man of his blindness.
Sadly the first, last, and only thing this man ever saw, was a fatal kick delivered by Itachi.
12) They once made an Itachi toilet paper, but it wouldn't take s*** from anybody.
13) Itachi ordered a Big Mac from Burger King and got one.
14) Itachi appeared in the "Street Fighter II" video game, but was removed by Beta Testers because
every button caused him to do an instant kill attack.
15) Achilles was supposedly the greatest warrior of all time, but he diedbecause of his weak spot, the
Achilles tendon. There is no Itachi tendon.
16) If Itachi is late, time better slow the f*** down.
17) According to Einstein's theory of relativity, Itachi can actually roundhouse kick you yesterday.
18) Itachi died 10 years ago, but the Grim Reaper can't get up the courage to tell him.
19) Itachi does not hunt because the word hunt infers the probablity of failure. Itachi goes killing.
20) Itachi is the reason the Kyuubi's hiding in Naruto.
21) Itachi got into the Akatsuki not because he killed his clan, but because the Akatsuki didn't want Itachi
as an enemy.
22) Kisame is blue because Itachi scared him so bad the first time they met that his skin never
recovered from being so pale.
23) What are the 3 leading causes of Death in the ninja world? 1) War. 2) Itachi. 3) Cancer.
24) Ninjas don't kill people. Itachi Uchiha kills people.
25) Itachi is so fast that he can run around the world and punch himself in the back of the head.
26) Itachi can speak Braille.
27) Itachi doesn't use pick up lines he simply says, "Now."
28) Itachi doesn't play hide-and-seek...he plays hide-and-pray-I-don't-find-you.
29) Itachi doesn't dodge kunai's...kunai's dodge him.



30) If you have 500 yen and Itachi has 500 yen, Itachi has more money than you.



4 - Ways to Royally Tick Off the Akatsuki.

Ways to Tick Off the Akatsuki.

1) Super glue sunglasses on Itachi.
2) Give Kakuzu a fake treasure map and watch as he goes insane looking for it.
3) Hide all the sweets in the base and when Tobi comes looking for some take out a box of cookies
and eat them in front of him.
4) When Zetsu enters a room grab a pair of hedgeclippers and scream, "______ is a good gardner!" in
a Tobiish way.
5) Follow Deidara around only saying, "Un!"
6) Constantly call Sasori Pinocchio.
7) Buy a fake diary, write Hidan's name on the front and pretend to read things like, "Dear Diary,
All I've ever wanted was a cute white fluffy wittle wunny bunny and skip through a field of
beautiful flowers. -Love Princess Hidan."
8) Hum the Darth Vader them whenever Itachi enters the room.
9) In an important meeting, stand up and threaten to take Kisame to the vet to get fix if he doesn't
stop humping all the pillows in the base.
10) Pull down Deidara's pants in front of everyone and say, "Huh, you ARE a man."
11) Learn a jutsu that turns everyone into chibies.
12) Ask Leader if the real reason he always hides in the shadows is because he's REALLY ugly.
13) Teach Tobi 'This is the song that never ends' or 'I know a song that gets on everybodys
nerves.'
14) Replace Kisame's body wash and shampoo with purple dye then go around calling him Barney.
15) Ask Zetsu how he walks with the plant thing on tell him it makes him top heavy and that he
shouldn't be able to walk.
16) Get Tobi to give you piggyback rides then start demanding everyone else to do the same.
17) Constantly steal Konan's clothes and put them in Deidara's room.
18) Disguise yourself as Naruto and go strolling through the base when someone charges you change
back and go "Ha ha, fooled ya!"
19) Every morning ask Itachi if he remembered to take his happy pills.
20) Steal Hidan's necklace and when he goes nuts looking for it walk up to him and say, "How do you
like my new bling bling?"
21) Spray the front of Leader sama's pants with water and announce to everyone that he went
wee-wee.
22) Corner Tobi (if possible)and lick his mask and shout, "He does taste like a lollypop! Itachi I
owe you a coke!"
23) Ask Sasori if he will play dolls with you. If he agrees tell him, "Dolls are for sissies."
24) Tell everyone that when the Boogeyman goes to sleep for the day he checks his closet for
Itachi.
25) Destroy all of Sasori's puppets then scatter Deidara's clay all around.
26) Introduce Kisame to Lee.
27) Put Hidan's scythe up for sell on e-bay, get Kakuzu to buy it, then tell Hidan Kakuzu stole his
scythe.



28) Let Zetsu see you walk into a plant store and ask what kind of weed killer to use to get rid of
a giant venus flytrap.
29) Find out if Leader sama's piercing are made of real metal by using a powerful magnet.
30) Give Itachi shark sushi when Kisame's around.
31) Ask Kisame if goldfish crackers offend him.
32) Put insulting stickers on Tobi's mask.
33) Dye everyone's underwear pink.
34) Strut through the house butt naked, if anyone asks why you're doing that tell them, "It's my
birthday, I'm in my birthday suit."
35) Run around with Tobi singing, "Best Friend" by Run-Around.
36) Burn all of Konan's origami then place a note that says, "My bad --Itachi."
37) Talk only to one side of Zetsu but completely ignore the other.
38) Go to Hidan's bedroom door everyday and say you're there on behalf of Johova's Witnesses and try
to convert him.
39) Replace Deidara's clay with play dough.

Yeah, I'm picking on the Akatsuki. But I haven't thought up any for the other characters yet.



5 - 35 Ways to Annoy Kakashi.

35 Ways to Annoy Kakashi.

1)Spill soy sauce on his Make-Out Paradise book.
2)Give him a haircut while he’s asleep.
3)Tell him Happy Birthday every day except on his actual birthday.
4)Laugh after everything he says.
5)Ask him how his depth perception is every day.
6)Refer to his sharingan as a bad case of pinkeye.
7)Tell Itachi that Kakashi called him an inbred sissy.
8)Make copies of the key to his apartment and hand them out to fan girls.
9)Rave about how wonderful Guy is.
10)For Halloween, get everyone to dress up as Naruto.
11)Smile at him really creepily and say, “I’ve got new socks on today.”
12)After everything he and Naruto say, say “Believe it!” Even if Naruto says it.
13)Replace his shuriken with star shaped cookies.
14)Set his pants on fire whenever he finishes making up one of his excuses for being late and say,
“Liar, liar pants on fire.”
15)Write Guy a long love letter that appears to be from Kakashi.
16)Lock him in a closet with a drunk Rock Lee.
17)Release 200 crickets into his apartment at night.
18)Tell Jiraiya that Kakashi is trying to steal his title of ‘Biggest Pervert’.
19)Narrate everything that he does in a squeaky voice.
20)Dress up as a clown and stalk him (okay that’s crossing the line to insanity).
21)Grab a paddle and hide behind a building, when he walks by smack him as hard as you can on the
butt and run like hell.
22)If you want to make him cry, disguise Naruto as Obito and Sakura as Rin.
23)Learn a jutsu that gives its unsuspecting victim a large, fluffy rabbit’s tail for a week. Put it to good
use.
24)Become his ‘Good Kakashi’ and ‘Bad Kakashi’.
25)Hide your face with your hands during training. When he approaches you remove them and shout,
“Peek-a-boo!”
26)Cast a jutsu that makes a jack-in-the-box’s head look like him. Wind it up, leave it in front of his door,
ring the bell, and enjoy the show.
27)Every time you train, do the things he taught you the last time you trained.
28)Drop vague hints that Guy likes him a little more than strictly necessary.
29) Constantly refer to him as Cuddles.
30)Publish a newsletter detailing his life and daily activities. Call it, ‘The Daily Hatake.’
31)Dye his hair bright orange.
32)Hide in his bedroom at night and wake him up early in the morning by jumping on his bed and
shouting, “Wake up, Kakashi-sensei!”
33)Send him Valentines in August, leave hints that they’re from a certain emo team member.
34)Show up drunk at his apartment at night.



35)Giggle constantly but give no reason why.
MY NEXT VICTIM WILL BE SASUKE!
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25 Ways to Annoy Sasuke Uchiha.

1)Introduce him as Uchiha Duckbutt or Uchiha Cockatoo.
2)Ask him if Naruto is a good kisser.
3)Tell him that the Chidori is the perfect jutsu for him because he already looks like a bird and now he
can sound like a bird too.
4)Buy a weasel, name it Itachi and teach it to hate Sasuke, and then give it to Sasuke on his birthday.
5)Dye his hair yellow and draw whiskers on his face with permanent marker then go around calling him
Naruto.
6)Sneak into his bedroom at night and superglue pictures of Itachi everywhere…a bunch of pictures. And
I mean everywhere, especially the ceiling so the first thing he sees when he wakes up is Itachi.
7)Write him love letters constantly for 4 months, sign them, “Love, Kakashi.”
8)When he is almost asleep, sing ‘I want to take you to a gay bar,” while transformed as Orochimaru.
9)Steal his clothes and replace them with Lee’s. [A/N: Hahaha, a TRIPLE annoyance: Sasuke, Sakura,
AND Kakashi.]
10)Stick an ‘I love Naruto’ sign on his back on a daily basis.
11)Show him Itachi/Sasuke yaoi.
12)Tell him he has a Pokeball on his back.
13)Come to his house at 3 a.m. and ask him if he can make ramen for you.
14)Sneak into his house at night, whisper in his ear while he’s asleep about him kicking Itachi’s butt
until a big smile appears. Then take Sasuke and Itachi plushies put the Sasuke doll behind the Itachi doll
like it’s humping it, place them beside Sasuke and take pictures. Send them to Itachi.
15)Scream at the top of your lungs that he’s gay.
16)Tell him Itachi’s going to be up his butt (not that way) soon. When he asks what you are talking
about tell him that you named your right foot Itachi.
17)Transform into Itachi and say to him, “Foolish little emo…you lack common sense.”
18)Fake cry every time he looks at you.
19)Tie him up in nothing but his boxers and send him to Orochimaru with a sign that reads, ‘Take me,
I’m yours.’
20)Throw random objects at him.
21)Give him an Itachi tattoo somewhere where he HAS to look at it.
22)Cast a jutsu on him that causes him to see Itachi singing, ‘I Feel Pretty,’ and dancing.
23)Leave decapitated/mangled/burnt plushies of him all over his house. Leave a note that says, ‘You’re
NEXT!’ on his door with a knife.
24)Wear an ‘I Love Itachi’ shirt all the time.
25)While he’s walking down the street yell, “It’s Itachi! Quick Sasuke now is the only chance you’ll get
for revenge!” and throw an Itachi plushie at him.
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38 Ways to Freak Out or Scare the Akatsuki.

1)Crack open your bag, during a meeting, and while peering inside ask: “Got enough air in there?”
2)Stand silent and motionless in the corner facing a wall.
3)Stare, grinning at them for a while, and then announce, “I’ve got new socks on!”
4)Frown and mutter, “gotta go, gotta go” then sigh and say “oops.”
5)Draw a little square on the floor with chalk and announce to the other members that this is your
‘personal space.’
6)Put a box in the corner of the room addressed, ‘To: Akatsuki From: Konoha’ and ask “Can anybody
else hear ticking?”
7)Blow your nose and offer to show the contents to other members.
8)Grimace painfully while smacking your forehead and muttering, “Shut up, dammit, all of you just shut
UP!”
9)Sell Girl Scout cookies.
10)Meow occasionally.
11)Announce in a demonic voice, “I must find a more suitable host body.”
12)Wear X-ray Specs and leer suggestively at other members.
13)Ask other members if they have any Grey Poupon.
14)Twitch a lot.
15)Walk and talk backwards.
16)Shave one eyebrow.
17)Shelve all of your books with the spines facing the wall. Complain loudly that you can never find the
book you want.
18)Listen to radio static.
19)Create an imaginary pet cat. Talk to it every day, act like you’re holding it, and keep a litter box in
your room. After two weeks, say that your cat is missing. Put up signs and blame other members.
20)Sit on the floor and talk to the walls.
21)Build an ant farm. Let your ants have ‘jailbreaks’ then ask the other members to help you hunt down
all the renegade ants.
22)Put no-doze pills into everyone’s drinks.
23)Build a snowman out of big balls of toilet paper. Throw water on it and begin crying that the snowman
is melting.
24)“Drink” a raw egg every morning. Explain that you are in training. Eat a dozen donuts every night.
25)Buy a jack-in-the-box. Every day, turn the handle until the clown pops out. Scream continuously for a
hour.
26)Keep a tarantula in a jar for three days. Then get rid of the tarantula. If someone asks tell them, “Oh
she’s around here somewhere.”
27)Sit in front of a chess board for hours, saying nothing, doing nothing. Then look up and say, “I think
this game goes a lot faster with two people.”
28)Wear your shoes on the wrong feet. Constantly complain that your feet hurt.
29)Watch ‘Psycho’ every day for a month. Then act excited when someone takes a shower.
30)Drink lots of lemonade. Talk obnoxiously about how much you love lemonade. Then, one day, paint



your face yellow. From then on, complain about how much you hate lemonade.
31)Buy some turtles. Paint numbers on their backs and race them down the hall. Refuse to let anyone
pass until there is a winner.
32)Talk to other members but don’t let any sound come out. Get mad at them for not listening to you.
33)Walk into walls.
34)Carve grotesque, morbid, and/or erotic pictures on the walls using a big butcher’s knife.
35)Burn candles at night. Yell at anyone if they turn on any lights and claim that they’ll scare “your
friends” away.
36)Wear sunglasses at night. Bump into things often. Swear loudly.
37)Two words: Nudist colony.
38)Walk around with a hot dog sticking out of your fly. Act like it isn’t there.
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